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Chapter Fourteen
The New Moon festival had gone from a time of festivity and celebration
to an evening of dread and horror. As usual, the party proceeded, but not
without the fog of nervousness hanging in every corner of the village. As the
forest burned through the year, all sorts of illnesses descended on the villagers. Some said it was retribution from the spirits, others thought it was
the animals and flies fleeing their burning homes that had brought new diseases where they went. Regardless of what side you were on, no one wanted
the fires to continue. This night however, was not about the burning. There
was something about the thought that at least one person would be dead by
sunrise that made everyone tense. And not just dead, but violently killed too;
gruesomely devoured. It didn’t matter how much palm wine was consumed or
how fast the drums rolled out the sound of music, nothing could suppress the
dread of mortality. It was the same question on everybody’s mind; who would
it be this time?
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The King had made considerable progress in his mission to burn the forest
to the ground, but it was going to take him a few more years to realize that
dream in its entirety. At this point, he couldn’t assure his subjects that their
safety could be guaranteed, and in his heart, he knew it was a promise he
would never be able to make again. The destruction of the Ingiga Forest only
served as an illusion of action against what had come to become a yearly
ritual.
The whispers of a rebellion had grown loud and spread far, but the details of
the plans remained a mystery to those not involved. The King of course was
aware of a plot against him but he could neither finger the perpetrators nor
uncover their plans. At best, he could only speculate on suspects. He figured
he was safest surrounded by the royal guards, but in these days of popular
discontent, it was hard to know who to trust. It only took a stab on the neck,
a drop of poison in a cup—an arrow to the chest. He searched the faces of
his guards but he found no sign of betrayal.
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A part of him wanted to cancel the royal parade but this was a tradition that
predated even his father’s father. Not turning up for it would send a message
of fear to his enemies. In Eyanka where weakness existed only to be snuffed,
his absence would serve mostly to further their resolve to topple him. If only
he knew holding the General captive would spiral into something this nerve
wrecking, he would have granted the man his wish to go in search of his
daughter in the burning forest with the aid of the village army and even his
royal guards. Surely that would have secured him some type of favour in the
General’s heart, the kind of favour that would have protected him from a rebellion.
A year seemed like long enough to have taught the General a lesson about
where his place was, so the King decided to free him on this very night before
the entire village. It was a move no one had seen coming, but it made the rebel soldiers’ mission much easier because they could afford to consolidate all
of their forces at the village square instead of parting with some men to go
on a rescue mission in the palace. After spotting the General being dragged
out of the hut he had been held in, for the rebels, it seemed like everything
was going far better than planned.
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In the Ingiga Forest, the General’s daughter watched the Oji with more apprehension every second. As far as her eyes could tell, the full moon already hung
in the night sky but neither of them had materialized into a physical form.
She had searched the forest as far as her legs could take her, but in the end
her steps were to be fruitless. The Little Girl’s head was nowhere to be found.
How the priestess ever expected anyone to dig up the forest in search of one
head where even after a whole year the entire village army weren’t able to
level half of the place was beyond her. Perhaps she had too much faith in
their abilities or she just really wanted them to suffer. Her line of thought
was broken by a burning sensation on her skin. It started with her arm, and
then all of a sudden, her entire being was on fire like someone had set her
alight from under her skin. The pain was so excruciating it had her thrashing
around on the floor, wrestling with her body in deep pain and anguish.
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The Oji only had about a breath to take in what was happening to her friend.
Before she could rush to her aid, she felt a sharp pain around her own throat.
She clutched at her neck, scratching the nape so hard she broke her skin with
chunks of flesh getting embedded in her fingernails. As if being conducted in
a deliberate symphony, the two girls lashed out screaming as the transition
from spirit beings to material beings unfolded.
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When they were conscious of their body, the General’s daughter stared at her
palms in horror. Her entire skin had been burnt black. She was thinking of
how best to get a look at her face when the Oji began to rise. She had heard
about the headless Oji but nothing had prepared her for this sight. No more
than ten paces away stood a headless child with a blood stained neck, a mass
of darkness forming around her as she began to levitate.
“Can you hear me?” She asked with a trembling voice.
It was difficult to tell when she was looking with her head missing, but somehow, her unseen gaze of awareness could be felt like the rising of hair on skin
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“You need to stay here. Remember what we talked about?”
Now this wasn’t as easy to reconcile. The Oji’s demeanour did not change
regardless of the General’s daughter’s attempt to jog her memory.
“We need to stay here. Soon the King will be made to pay for his crimes
against you and we can both go home. You will get the justice that was denied
to you.”
The Oji showed no sign of comprehension.
“I can’t let you leave here. Do you understand?”
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Without warning, the Oji lunged forward with the speed of a tiger. Before
the General’s daughter could comprehend what was happening, she was sent
tumbling into the Oji’s collection of heads. In this body she was impervious to
pain but that didn’t stop her from getting disoriented from the impact of her
fall. Before she could pull herself together, the Oji was off—moving so fast it
appeared like she shifted through space leaping past time.
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In the village square, it was finally time for the royal parade. First came the
masquerade runner to clear the parade path with his whip. Behind him, men
banged on loud drums followed by dancers escorting the masquerade. After the masquerade and dancers had performed for a while, the drummers
changed the rhythm of their beat to usher in the King. He came in walking in
the middle of two lines of armed guards, dressed in all black in memory of
the late Queen. Behind the trail of guards, the General followed in chains with
a man visibly holding the keys to his freedom.
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His eyes searched the vicinity for any sign of the rebels. He found nothing.
Confused, he thought about where he would hide if had planned a surprise
attack. His eyes moved to the village barn where food was often stored for
wholesale distribution to the retail market women. He knew immediately that
this was where they would be waiting. It was the only structure big enough to
hide a battalion. His guess was that they would attack as soon as the King
took to the square for his speech. Once the King was dead, the royal guards
would be without a commander. Their fealty will be to whoever is nominated
to wear the crown.
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The King was already making his way to the front of the line after the guards
stopped.
“My King, no!” The General broke into a sprint but was quickly subdued by
one of the guards. It didn’t matter anymore; a commotion was all he needed.
In the midst of all the panic the royal guards secured the King by forming a
human shield around him. Two guards held the General with machetes to his
throat while an on-looking crowd watched in awe as the drums fell to complete silence. A silence that was short lived.
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First was the sound of an arrow cutting through air, and then a cry of agony
as it connected with a royal guard’s chest. Before the guards could switch
their weapon on hand from machetes, which were practically useless in long
distance combat; the rebels had managed to take out almost half of them
with their shots from the barn. By the time they had their bows armed with
arrows, the rebels had covered enough space to reduce the advantage of distance. It was all part of their strategy. At the current range, the royal guards
just about managed a shot each before the rebels were close enough for
close quarter combat. Again, the rebels took advantage of the royal guards
switching weapons taking out half of what was left of them.
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At this point they knew it was a losing battle. The rebels outnumbered them
and it was clear that they had come to the battle with a plan to win. Regardless, they fought gallantly like the warriors they were sworn to be. The crowd
was dispersing quickly, but some villagers chose to watch the battle even if
from a distance. Blades met each other releasing sparks of fire in the air
followed by the occasional splatter of blood when a warrior was slain. In the
midst of all the chaos, it became almost impossible to tell who was on whose
side or even who was winning. The village square had become a battlefield
running red with the blood of the fallen as a new chapter in Eyankan history
unfolded under the New Moon. Then as suddenly as it had started, the madness came to an end.
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The Oji appeared precisely at the centre of the village square—no more than
a pace away from the exact spot she was beheaded. Though faceless, the
warriors and spectating villagers could feel her stare sweep through every
onlooker like she was in search of something, or someone. Nobody waited to
find out who or what. As soon as they realized what exactly they were staring
at, the villagers took to their heels in ever direction.
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“No!”
The General’s caution was too late. One of the royal guards released an arrow at the Oji, aiming for her heart. Without bothering to retrieve the arrow
from her body, the Oji attacked the soldiers. Indiscriminately, she moved as
fast as a shifting shadow ripping through hearts and guts at the swipe of
an arm. The soldiers swung with all they had, but it was always the same
outcome. They either missed or made another ineffective connection burying
their blades in a monster that didn’t as much as flinch in pain.
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The Oji had claimed about eight lives when she stopped moving. At this point
the rebels found themselves in an alliance with the royal guards. They surrounded the creature in dreadful anticipation, but their weapons like their
courage was useless before her. It started with one soldier trembling. He let
his machete fall to the ground then he dropped to his knees in agonizing
pain—screaming as blood streamed down his ears. The others found themselves frozen in confusion, and like a plague hurled by a ghastly wind, pain
like they had never felt before swept through the battlefield. Screams of agony erupted as the soldiers found themselves in so much pain it drove them
over the edge of sanity causing them to attack each other.
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The General watched with what strength he had left as soldiers gouged at
each other’s eyes and attacked sinking teeth into flesh like wild beasts. At this
point, they were so enraged with pain that it didn’t matter what side anyone
was on. They were just blindly reaching out to the nearest person with more
murderous intent than they could ever unleash in their stable minds.
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The General wanted to ask them to stop, but he had to save what strength he
had left to fight the delirium that was quickly consuming his mind. This was
it, this was the end. He was sure of it. After all this time he was to pass with
only the screams of dying men and the sound of a fading fire. All for what?
His eyes searched for the King. Even through the agony the coward held the
crown with a clenched fist clutched to his burning chest. He should have let
them kill the bastard. Darkness began to descend upon him. He thought of
his wife, his daughter, why was she not...the darkness encroached, then it
subsided.
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The Oji felt a push sending her rolling away from the circle of soldiers. The
General’s daughter had to hit her with everything she had. As the two readied themselves for battle, the soldiers regained consciousness with the pain
leaving their bodies. Immediately, they began to search for their weapons.
“Don’t shoot!” Without thinking the General moved his body to stand between
his daughter and the line of arrows, “She is here to help us.”
“My King, there will be no justice in this land until you surrender your crown
at her feet.” The General said.
The King remained hidden behind what was left of his human shield.
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“Violence will only beget more violence and the cycle will continue. We cannot
keep killing each other like this. But I don’t know if I can stop these men. Just
surrender your crown to the Oji and let this end.”
Still not convinced, the rebels maintained their pose, ready to release their
arrows at the slightest of threats. The General’s daughter carried a skull too
small to have belonged to any adult. It did not make for a comfortable sight
but it seemed to have charmed the Oji in some way. Her previous aggravated demeanour had faded into something subtler, melancholic. The General’s
daughter approached the Oji with the head as a gift and without saying a
word she placed it before her feet before retreating.
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As if inspired by the burnt girl’s courage, the King commanded his guards to
let him out of their protection. With trembling hands he approached the Oji
and then he rested his crown next to her small skull before slowly retreating.
The Oji bent down and reached for her new possessions, cradling them like
she only had a short time to cherish their beauty. The soldiers and guards
had lowered their arms at this point.
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“We have to go now.”
The General’s daughter said. She walked up to the Oji and took her hand. As
the soldiers watched, clouds pooled over the moonlit sky and it began to rain.
First it was a drizzle, and then with a flash of lightning that must have torn
the heavens open, the kind of rain the village had been praying for descended upon them. In the cover of water, the girls began to shape-shift into their
natural bodies before they were maimed by death.
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Their skin glowed with the brightest light and like leaves in harmattan wind;
they began to scatter into countless pieces like a swarm of fireflies until
nothing remained where they once stood.
The General’s eyes welled with tears as he watched his daughter whole again
holding hands with the Oji’s beautiful spirit—slowly eroding into nothingness.
It was the last time anyone ever laid eyes on them.
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Epilogue
A little boy raised his hand.
‘Yes Mbatu?’
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“But where did the General’s daughter find the head in the big, big forest?”
He asked.
“Oh, it was buried by the tree where the Oji collected her heads. We never
know just how close the things we seek can be to us.”
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A small girl shook her head, “This is not how my father told me this story.
How do we know you are not adding salt and pepper? What is the General’s
daughter’s real name?”
“Everybody knows the village was renamed Udodi after the New King’s daugh-
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“Hmm,” another girl raised her hand, “But how do you know all this? Were you
there all the time?”
“You are a smart little one aren’t you?” the storyteller replied. “No, I was not
always there, but up until the last day the village ever saw the Oji and the
General’s daughter, I was known as the village Mad Man. Since then, I have
not known a drop of palm wine.”
The children were silent.
“It doesn’t matter what your father told you Noni.” The storyteller continued,
“What is important is that we learn the need for justice, fairness, the responsibility of leadership, and the importance of upholding our laws and principles at all times. Without these things, we cannot hope to build a beautiful
village like we have today where all is equal and can live in harmony.”
The old man stood up, adjusted his garment and left the children to argue
over parts of the story they had heard differently from their parents and other sources. A man in worn robes, holed and tattered, approached him.
“Care for some?” He asked, holding out a drinking horn that smelled like him.
The storyteller smiled at the old High Priest, and then shook his head.
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Spread light
Live love
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